EXPAND YOUR VISION

Measurement IQ Optimize: The unified view of gas measurement equipment that provides clear and actionable guidance for gas operators across the enterprise.
We make it easy to manage your metering equipment optimally: Measurement IQ for Gas (MIQ) Optimize provides a single enterprise-wide view for gas operators and delivers clear and actionable recommendations that help maximize the value obtained from meters and gas chromatographs. Honeywell’s integrated approach that is built on multiple decades of metering expertise, helps improves reliability, identifies critical trends before they affect operations, and reduces recalibration cost.

Expanding the proven capabilities of Measurement IQ, users can now connect remotely to their distributed assets and get a wider view and deeper insights to drive up measurement accuracy across the organization. Taking control of measurements across stations, across sites, and across the globe helps gas operators prioritise actions, reduce gas measurement errors in real-time and reduce the need for on-site maintenance through remote condition-based maintenance and remote measurement uncertainty optimization.

ONE VISION
Remotely connect, analyze and manage gas metering assets – wherever they are. Drawing on diagnostic data and process conditions, MIQ Optimize puts all your gas measurement assets on a single, central dashboard organized by station and site. Get an at-a-glance overview of the status of the gas measurement operations across the business, notifications of faults, and early warnings about the stations. Find peace of mind knowing exactly which devices need your attention today – and which don’t.

MORE INTELLIGENCE
We’ve built decades of metering experience into the solution to help you make better decisions. MIQ Optimize not only identifies uncertainty but also calculates the cost of uncertainty and puts a value on metering issues observed to quickly prioritize those that have the most impact on business revenue. MIQ Optimize further provides clear recommendations and helps identifying the causes of any faults observed, accelerating troubleshooting and maintenance.

ALL YOUR DEVICES
MIQ Optimize is compatible with both Honeywell and other major manufacturer’s meters and extends to your gas chromatographs.

Take a broader view – get MIQ Optimize today.
THE COST OF UNCERTAINTY

Measurement inaccuracies can quickly accumulate. An uncertainty of just 0.5% in ultrasonic gas measurement can add up to $1 million in losses over a year – per meter. Moreover, left unaddressed, faults disrupt operations and may lead to costly unplanned downtime.

MIQ Optimize enables operators to quickly detect measurement drift and the growing uncertainty that leads to loss and unaccounted for gas. It helps operators quickly address those issues that have the most impact and put in place condition-based maintenance plans that enable more reliable, efficient operations.

For more information
To learn more about Honeywell Measurement IQ for Gas, visit www.honeywellprocess.com or contact your Honeywell account manager.
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